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BATES DEFEATS PRINCETON
IN JOINT DECISION DEBATE
Weatherbee-Parker Defeat Old Nassau in Second League
Debate of Season—Discuss Patriotism—Bates Men
Excel in Rebuttal—Professor Chase Presides
By SHIRLEY CAVE
The second home debate in the Hasten Intercollegiate Debating League
series took place in the Little Theatre
Friday evening, February 20, when
Bates won a 2-1 decision from Princeton
on the proposition, "Resolved: That
education in patriotism should not be
encouraged.'' The affirmative was upheld by Lawrence Parker, "■'•- and Ran- Roman's Orchestra, Novel
dolph Weatherbee, '32 of Bates; the
Decorations Feature
negative by Charles Hamilton ami John
Rice of Princeton.
Social Function
The debaters brought forth many interesting and varied views upon the
Saturday evening will usher in the
much discussed subject of true patriot- Class of l!":;:i Sophomore Hop. Conism. Bates teams presented their cases veniently placed, as it is, between
in a pleasing and persuasive manner, Junior Cabaret and Ivy Hop. this yearly
Bates proving superior in the rebuttals. function, sponsored by the second year
As was customary in the League last class, has grown to popular heights.
year, the decision was rendered by two This dance especially will add another
judges and the audience. Rev. Charles page to the already accumulating pages
W. Helsley and Prof. Warren B. Catlin of dance history at Bates College. It
will have the distinction of being the
of Bowdoin acted as judges.
first ever to be held in Chase Hall under
Parker's First Varsity Debate
This was Parker's first appearance in the light of a Crvstal Ball. The new
an. inter-collegiate debate, lie lias pre- ball the gift of the Y. M. C. A. to Chase
viously debated as a member of Edward
Little High School teams in the Inter
scholastic League debates; also, in the
sophomore prize debate ami in junior
varsity exhibition debates at Livermore
Falls, Ellsworth, Calais, Prestpio Isle and
Biddeford.
Weatherbee is well known in debating
circles, having participated in varsity
debates since his freshman year.
Prof. Ueorgt M. Chase presided over
the debate. Sftott Troworgy. Ml was
the manager.

Sophomore Hop
Held Saturday
Popular Affair

Bates Loses In
Wesleyan Debate
McDonald-Thomas Have
Negative—Education In
Patriotism Topic

I

Wesleyan University defeated Bates
College by a vote of 2 to 1 in a debate
at (Lower Olin) Wesleyan. Saturday
evening. The question was "Resolved
that education and patriotism should
not be encouraged." Bates upheld the
negative.
Professor Corey H. Conley was the
presiding officer and the judges were,
Professor Walter Pattison of Wesleyan
and Professor Paul A. Reynolds also of
Wesleyan, the vote of the audience
counting as the third vote.
The Wesleyan men participating in
the debate were, Milton II. Williams.
'31 and William Mertens Jr., '31; and
the Bates debaters were Howard
Thomas '31 and Norman McDonald '32.
The affirmative, defining patriotism
as National egotism, stated that
patriotism results in imperialism, war
and distrust. They showed that this
patriotism is present to a needless
degree and that its continuance should
not be encouraged. The affirmative,
lastly, advocated leanings toward inter
nationalism.
Bates Accepts Definition
The negative accepted the Wesleyan
definition of patriotism as it now exists
and added that the element that fosters
war should not be encouraged. They
showed that the element that fosters
war is an assumed factor of true
patriotism and that it should be
abolished.
The Bates men stated that the
truer, finer love for one's country, that
promotes good citizenship should, however, be continued. To combat the
Communistic encroachments and to
guard against the war spirit element,
that the affirmative had shown present,
this patriotism of the higher type
should be encouraged. They said that
the best interests of democracy demanded patriotic citizens.

JOHN CURTIS '33
Chairman of Sophomore Hop

Hall, is now in the process of installation, and will be used for the first time
at the Hop.
The Committee was very fortunate
in being able to secure "Joe" Roman
and his ten musicians. Because of the
popularity of this band, its schedule is
already made out even up through the
summer months. Its recent itinerary
includes some of tin1 most important
social functions of the present season,
such as the Governor's Ball in Providence, and the Governor's Ball at
Montpelier; the Elk's Ball at Water
bury, and the Moose Ball at Springfield.
The orchestra was featured at the
Senior Hop at Amherst. and the Junior
Prom at Williams. While Bates was
enjoying its own Carnival Hop in the
Gymnasium, Mr. Roman was playing for
the Carnival Dance at Dartmouth -one
of the largest Winter Sports dances in
the country. He has also played at
Princeton,
Penn. State,
Wesleyan.
Boston University, Maine. Colby, and
Bowdoin. The Hop Committee hereby
expresses its sincere gratitude to MiGilbert Clapperton through whose influence the acquisition of such an
orchestra was possible.
Unique Favors
The favors for the dance arc unique
creations of the I.. G. Halfmir Company
of Attleborn. Mass. Kach is the exact
representation of an old-fashioned Cape
Cod table lamp made of a dull gray
metal resembling weather worn iron.
From the rear of the l>ase. a wide metal
strip curls up and ends directly over
the center, forming a hook from which
the shade—also of metal—is suspended.
On the shade is attached the Bates seal.
This article, because of its durability,
will be a lasting remembrance of this
colorful dance.
The programs are most appropriate.
Besides matching the general color
scheme of the decorations, the Royal
Blue suede leather cover is cut in the
shape of a Bobcat pelt.
('base Hall is to be decorated "a la"
North Pole, with white and blue as the
In the first games of the inter- color scheme. Icicles, snowballs, frost,
dormitory basketball series, teams re- igloos, and even penguins will help com
presenting Roger Bill and East Parker plete the impression of arctic cold.
emerged victorious over Lewiston OffThe reception starts at 7:45 ami will
Campus and John Bertram.
continue until S P.M. at which time
In the first game, the playing of dancing will begin. There are fourteen
Rogers and Oakes featured for East dances, the 3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th. and first
Parker, two sensational shots by the extra being waltzes. Intermission
latter in the closing minutes putting follows the fitli dance. All dancing will
the game on ice. The freshmen shifted end promptly at 11.45.,
their line-up often trying to find a
President and Mrs. Clifton D. Cray
(Continued on Page 6, Column 3)
(Continued on Page 4, Column 3)

ROGER BILL AND
E. PARKER WIN
OPENING GAMES

PRICE TEX CENTS
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COMING EVENTS
Feb. 26—W. A. A. B. B. Banquet,
N. H. Women's Debate.
Feb. 27—John Bertram Open
House.
Feb. 28- -Sophomore Hop.
March 1—Phil-Hellenic Club
Reception to Greek residents.
March 2—Millikcn Open House,
Whittier House at Tuorncrag.
March 5—Swarthmore debate.
Scientific Exhibition.
March 6—Round Table Meeting,
Scientific Exhibition.
March 7—Spofiord Club Dance.

Students Against
Present Policy of
Frosh Initiation
The Bates Student Body aligned itself with many others lust Wednesday
morning by coming out decisively against
the retention of the present policy regarding Freshman initiation.
The vote taken by the Student Council, it was announced by President Marston last Friday, revealed only 89 Bates
students in favor of no change in policy.
Against this was a total of 120 for
modification, and 124 for repeal of all
ruh's except those relating to the wearing of the cap and tie.
Fate of 1935 Undecided
This, however, does not mean that the
elass of 1935 v\ill necessarily inter Hates
to find this campus a tree hunting
ground for Freshmen, for, as President
Marston pointed out to the Sludtnl. no
definite action has been taken as vet,
and nothing will be certain until the
class of 1934 lias elected the tiamct
Key. At any rate, we shall not be informed of the future police until next
■'all.
It is interesting to note that the 120
who voted for modification differed as
to what rule to retain. The dancing
and "coeducation" rules seemed to be
the most in disfavor, as the following
table shows:
For Against
Reten- Retention
tion
Prohibition of dancing off
campus,
27
93
Social intercourse with
members of the opposite
sex.
28
92
Rules for two weeks,
12
78
Prohibition of walking on
East
side of College
Street,
58
(12
Knicker-Sweater rule,
«
32

Bates Students
Chosen to Attend
Economic Congress
A congress of 48 students from
Maine's four colleges will make a study
of the Pine Tree State's business and
professional opportunities at the Second
Co lege Bconomic Conference to be held
by the Maine Development Commission
at the State House, March li and 7.
Twelve delegates from each college,
eight men and four women in the case
of the co educational institutions will lie
present at the parley. They will be
addressed by four Maine business and
professional leaders on the following
tour subjects:
1. Banking.
-'. Y o cational Opportunities for
Women in the State.
3. Pulp and Paper.
4. Power.
The conference will be divided into
tour periods of lid minutes each, two in
tin afternoon of March 6, and two in
the morning of March 7. A speaker
will open each period with a 20 minute
address, followed by the reading of two
■"--minute student papers. The remain
ins; thirty minutes will be devoted to
questions and discussion.
The twelve student delegates from
Hales will be Wendell Hayes '31 and
Howard Thomas '31 in the field of
Banking; Dorothy Christopher '31,
Violet Blnnehard '32, Ruth Benham '33,
and Beatrice Xielson '32 in the field of
Vocational Opportunities for Women;
Martin Saner '31, William Dunham ':'■-.
and Randolph Weatherbee '32 in the
Held of Pulp and Paper: and Kldredge
Brewster '31, Morris Scolnik '31 and
1
laid Milieu '32 in the field of
Power. Mr. Haves and one of the
women will give short talks on their
respective subjects.

ARCHWAY, GIFT
OF CLASS OF
'29, COMPLETED

The archway on Campus Avenue, at
the beginning of the walk to Hatliorn
Hall, has at last been completed. It
has been given to the college by the
class of 192!', and although plans were
completed for its erection two years
ago, it was finally constructed this
winter.
To harmonize with the other buildings on campus, the entrance is built of
red l»rick. A curved base supports two
brick pillars which are .joined above
by an archway of wrought iron from
the center of which is suspended a light
of Old Knglish design.
Work Under Charge of Mr. Rowe
The archway serves to beautify the
campus and makes a suitable entrance
to the vista from Campus Avenue to
Hathorn Hall. The erection of the
gateway has been under the charge of
While the Bates Athletic Council Mr. Howe, upon w-hom the work of
wrestled with the problem of whether '•ringing construction of class gifts usuto send Chapman to the IciA's without ally devolved once the class denoting
Coach Thompson or the track team to the gift has left the campus.
Complete '31 Gift Before Grauation
Orono minus a leader, the I'niversity of
For the instruction of the three lower
Maine came forward with a solution by
agreeing to postpone for one week its classes, it is well to liring to mind at
dual meet with Bates which was origin- th's time that the present senior Class
ally scheduled for March 7. As the of 193], under the presidency of Mr.
result of this generous action Coach Howard Thomas, has arranged to have
Thompson has an extra week in which its gift constructed before Commenceto whip his squad into shape, and bring ment, thereby giving those making the
to the front some of the best material donation a chance to see their gift and
also thereby preventing the confusion
from the lower classes.
that generally results when the gift is
Trials One Week Off
A week from today final trials will constructed after graduation.
be made to determine just who will make
the long trek to the I'niversity, and it
is possible that several Frosh will see
action, including Gardiner and Meagher.
While little is known of the Maine team
as yet. it is generally felt that even
with Chapman. Bates will be hard pressed
The I'n shnian-Sophomore track meet,
to will. The Garnet is sure to score originally scheduled for last Saturday,
heavily on the cinders, but with only was postponed to this Saturday when
Douglass ami one or two others to fight the relative merits of the two teams
Maine in the weights it will take prac- will be exposed to the public. Both
tically a clean sweep in every running classes are confident of winning, and the
meet should be a close, thrilling series
event to win.
of events. Meagher of the Frosh should
reign undisputed in the pole vault, but
Purinton and Eaton will have a job
on their hands to subdue the little Soph
star, Burch, in the hurdles. Jellison
should have little trouble with Semetauskis, Butler and Raymond in the mile,
At the student assembly held last but Arnold Adams, the star of the
Wednesday, Howard Paige, president of Sophomore team as far as the quarter
the Bates' Y.M.C.A.. and William Dun- mile is concerned, will find his hands
ham, vice-president, gave an account of full in Gardiner, the plucky little Freshthe Student-Faculty Convention they at- man.
tended in Chicago during the last ChristDrew. Amrien and Smith in the 600,
mas vacation.
ami Fitteman ill the broad jump may do
Although disagreeing on the intrica- something to swell the freshman total,
cies of speech of certain college presi- :.s should Cooper in the high jump, and
dents, as well as on alleged en educa- Fogelman with the weights. Lary, Firetional activities on the part of one of man, Jensen, and others will give the
the Bates representatives, both young freshmen a fight for their money. As
men .joined in praise of the achievement the meet stands now the sophomores
of the Conference in bringing together should garner quite a few firsts, with
(Continued on Page t. Column :\ i
the freshmen collecting seconds and

Maine Postpones
Meet With Bates

Frosh-Soph Meet
Occurs Saturday

Y. M. Trip, Smoking
Assembly Topics

GARNET RELAY TEAM
FORCES PENN. TO RECORD
Chapman Hands Viles 25 Yard Lead Which is Overcome
By Coan's 4:17 Mile. Penn Team Smashes
Eight-Year Record in Time of 7:30 2/5.
BATES QUARTET ALSO UNDER RECORD
The Bates medley relay tvfam, through the speed of Russell
Chapman, forced a truly great quartet from the University of
Pennsylvania to a new world's record of 7:30 2/5 at the Madison
Square Garden in Xew York last night. The former record, which
had stood for eight years was 7 minutes and 35 and 2/5 seconds
and was held by Joie Kay, Ray Watson, S. Rose and W. A. Dowding.
By special dispatch to the "Student" it was learned early this
morning that Bates' time for the race was 7:35. Although finishing second to Penn. the garnet quartet also beat the world's record
by 2 2/5 seconds.
According to the dispatch Adams who lead off for Bates ran
the quarter to finish fourth. Knox, who ran the next leg of 220
yards, handed the baton to Chapman in third place. Osie, by a ■
fast half in 1 :55, sent Viles off for the final mile leg in first place
with a lead of 25 yards. Viles ran a wonderful race but was beaten
by Coan of Penn who stepped a 4:17 mile to win by eleven yards.
Although Harvard and New York University were also in the
race they never threatened the great duel staged by Penn and Bates.

SHERWOOD EDDY, IN CAMPUS
TALKS, CHALLENGES STUDENTS
See* in Unrest in India-Russia WorM demand for Social
Justice—Describes Visit with Gandhi—Says U. S.
Conditions Far From Ideal—Speaks in Classes
By MACY POPE

Plan Schedule
In Intramural
Basket Tourney

More than ordinary interest was
shown by the Hates students in the
talks given by Sherwood Eddy during
the last three davs.
Mr. Eddy spoke in chapel on Monday
night at 8 o "clock. lie chose as his
As the intramural basketball sched- topic -'The Present World Situation'".
ule has been arranged, two games will
Visited 20 Countries
be played every Tuesday and Thursday.
At the (-lose of the season a picked team
During his recent trip he visited 20
of dormitory players will take on a team
selected from Lewiston and Auluirn Off- countries of Europe and Asia, and in
every one of these countries he noticed
a change and unrest—political, economic, industrial, and social. The men
of today do not want to he ruled over
by any other power, lmt demand social
justice. In India and Russia, especially do the people crave for a change.
Mr. Eddy had the privilege of staying
in the home of the great Indian leader,
(Jhaudi for two days, and during this
visit he learned many facts concerning
the conditions under which the people
live. The subjection of the people by
the Knglish rule is the national cause of
the revolution, and the Indian wants
LESLIE "BUCK" SPINKS
In charge of Tourney
some sort of independence—the system
Campus boys in a three game series. of government such as Canada now has
The following dates for play are to be
closely adhered to, and the failure of is perhaps the most desirable.
In Russia at the present time, differ
any team to show up will cause a forfeiture of the game:
ent methods of working are being
taught, and this is of great help to all
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
the country; but the people are still
SCHEDULE
under the rigid rule of the government
Thursday, l-'cb. 27th.
of Russia, and, as in India, this subJohn Bertram vs \V. Parker.
Lewiston Off-Campus vs Auburn Off- merging of the people has been the
Campus.
cause of much dissatisfaction.
Tuesday, Mar. 3d.
U. S. Delinquent
Bast l'arker vs Lewiston Off-Campus.
Roger Bill vs W. Parker.
Shortly after returning from his trip,
Thursday March 5th.
Dr. Eddy investigated some conditions
Lewiston Off-Campus vs \V. l'arker. in the United States. Conditions in
John Bertram vs Auburn Off-Campus. this country and especially in the slums,
Tuesday. March 10th.
are far from ideal.
East Parker vs Auburn Off-Campus.
Tuesday was a busy day for Mr.
Roger Bill vs John Bertram.
Eddy. He spoke at the morning chapel
Thursday, Mar. 12th.
exercises, and told how. in order to have ,
East Farker vs West Parker.
a full life, we all need religion. At 9 '
.1. Bertram vs. Lewiston Off-Campus. o'clock he visited the Class in Christian
Tuesday, March 17th.
Ethics and at 11 o'clock he visited the
Roger Bill vs Auburn Off-Campus.
Social Psychology Class. During the
afternoon he conducted interviews with
thirds. If the frosh can pull off a few- several of the students. In the evening
wins more than expected, they may walk he spoke to the women of the College,
off with the victory.
and later he spoke to the men in Chase
Much interest is attached to this meet, Hall, and problems relating to sex.
as it may show the future stars of
He again spoke in chapel on WednesMaine, Xew England, and National day morning, taking for discussion the
meets in action, with perhaps an "Osie" thoughts of different students concernChapman, or another "Wally" Viles ing the benefits derived from a College
in tlie embryo.
course.
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Round Table Hears
Professor Hormell
Bowdoin Teacher Addresses
Bates Faculty Club On
Government Topics

By WILLIAM DUNHAM
Prof. O. C. Hormell of the political
To the Editor of the Student:
science department of Bowdoin College
EVOLUTION OF OUR CLUBS
By DOROTHY FUGE
Dear Sir:
gave a most interesting talk on governThree-quarters of a century ago— ment before sixty members of the Bates
It is just now the style to attack
paternalism in college life. It may in- when manhood was in power—New Round Table on Thursday, February 19,
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Why do freshmen flunk out of college? deed be true that "we cannot make a England was populated by hard-fisted, at the home of I'res. and Mrs. Gray.
Howard E. Thomas, '31
"Love, dumbness, and faculty intelli- mistake without the help of the knowledge-loving, God fearing, Yankees
He sketched briefly the early forms of
who hated ignorance as they did tho government which were both made and
(Tel. 4611)
gence", is the opinion of a dean of the faculty.''
Devil.
In
the
glamorous
decades
of
However,
let
us
stop
for
a
moment
University of Nebraska.
administered by the few. England modBUSINESS MANAGER
MANAGING EDITOR
Just which of the three items is ab- and give the Devil his due. Paternal- the "fifties" and "sixties" every
Nevel W. Huff. '31 sent at Colby? For the first time in ism has its good points, strange as it down-east village boasted a lyceum ified this system by establishing a parliaReginald M. Colby. '31
ment. In America, democracy was a
(Tel. 83363)
(Tel. 4611)
many years a freshman class has suc- may seem. When trouble comes we which was as important an institution result of tho American Revolution and
then
as
the
chautauqna
was
ton
years
rush
to
the
arms
of
the
much
abused
cessfully passed, unscathed, thru the
with tin1 reign of Andrew Jackson, the
Women's Editor
General Neves Editor
system, and there very often we find ago. Lyceum! After we dust off and actual rule of the masses was founded.
mid
year
ordeal.
Not
a
freshman
was
Clara H. Roy den, '31
Valery Buratl, '32
obliged to leave Colby because of low- comfort. The same hands that help polish lip this term we find it means
Gives Qualities of Leader
(Tel. 3207)
(Tel. 1056)
one to make mistakes are often ready first—Apollo, the wolf slayer, and
scholarship.
Quoting I'rof. Ilalcombe of Harvard,
second a society for debate and literary
to
help
us
avoid
further
mistakes.
We
Debuting Editor
Prof. Hormell stated that "Leadership
Athletic Editor
The men of Rhode Island State Col- know of at least one university that improvement. The inference is logical. is not tho result of superior intelligence
L. Wendell Hayes, '31
Our
primitive
ancestors
used
to
band
Everett E. Cushman, '31
"drops"
several
hundred
students
a
lege who survive mid-years celebrate
but superior energy." Assuming that
(Tel. 4028)
(Tel. 433)
their good fortune by plunging into the year. It makes no difference what ex- together to hunt down tho wolf packs many submit to leaders, the few, what
that
overran
our
New
England
hills
tenuating
circumstances
may
exist.
If
icy depths off Narragansett Pier. It
REPORTORIAL. STAFF
are the reasons? i'rof. Hormell gave
is rumored that there was once a the student does not make the grade, he we now have confined them to Wall five; inertia, deference, sympathy, fear
Robert
Manson.
'32
Mary
F.
Hoag,
'32
Street—and
then
as
the
lupine
quad
Russell H. Chapman, '31
is automatically dropped. Many a stuMargaret Ranlett, '33 "warmer" though just as "spirited" dent has been given a second chance rupeds became scattered tho banters ami reason. Inertia is a large factor
Rosamond D. Nichols. '32
Eliot Butterfleld, 'SI
John Stevens, '33 a means of expressing the general
Robert LaBoyteaux, '32 Elizabeth P. Seigel. '32
under our paternalistic system who were loath to break up so preservative for it is easy to follow the line of least
Helen Crowley, '33
Parker J. Dexter. '32
Muriel F. Bliss, '32
resistance. Deference comes from a
Eleanor Williams, '33 thanksgiving.
William H. Dunham, '32
would have met with the same fate a society—consequently it became aa habit of obedience to people whom the
Shirley Cave '32
Carleton Adams, '33
Ruth Benham. '32
Augusta G. Cohen. '32
exponent
of
culture.
under
another
system.
Franklin
Wood.
"33
It
is
possible
that
after
the
1931
Randolph
A.
Weatherbee.
'32
Bertha W. Critchell, '32
So it came about that the life of tho masses consider their superiors. SympaA faculty-student conference might
Kenneth Wood. '33 season Boston University may have no
C. Rushton Long, '32
Parker Mann. '32
thy is an element which allows a skillCllve Knowles, '33
football. Because of the lack of inter- not seem strange to students who have Maine State Seminary centered around ful leader to utilize party spirit for
two of these lyceum societies. One was
BUSINESS STAFF
MANAGERIAL STAFF
est and spirit it is difficult to put the lived under paternalism.
Of course we are willing to let a called the Literary Fraternity and the his own ends. Fear is used in controlIrvlll C. King. 32 (.•.line across. It is felt that it would
Elden H. Dustin. '32
ling tho unsocial. Reason secures wise
Paul Swan, '32 lie wrong to spend the students' money paternalistic faculty and administra- the other, the Philomathoan Society. leadership and intelligent obedience.
George R. Austin. '33
Althea Howe. '32
Walter L,. Gerke. '33
for something which the students them- tion write recommendations for us. Then the students of the Seminary be- Successful loaders must appeal to reaJohn S. Lary, 'It
They ate better able to know their men came inbned with tho progressive spirit
selves apparently do not want.
of the North, broke away from the son, for the rule of the few, in order
under a paternalistic system.
A "freer" system, to be successful, slavery of their narrow educational to be effective in a democracy, must
Arc you interested in old, empty
environment, and petitioned tho Maine be based upon the consent of the govSingle Copies, Ten Cents. bottles* A student at the College of would require a very high degree of Legislature for a college charter.
Subscription, $2.50 per year iu advance.
erned. It is this that distinguishes a
Liberal Arts has a collection from the social intelligence on the part of the
When Bates College was inaugurated free government.
Written Notice of change of address should be in the hands of the Business Manager four corners of the world, they range student body. The question arises, have
one week before the issue In which the change is to occur.
Assisting Dr. and Mrs. Gray in enin age from venerable ancients of one we that necessary factor in sufficient in 186-1 two academic lyceums, the
The Editor is responsible for the editorial column and the general policy of the hundred and fifty years to mere babes amount to deal with some of the prob- Eurosophian and the Polynymian tertaining the Round Table were I'rof.
paper, and the Managing Editor of all the articles in the News Columns.
societies obtained charters from the and Mrs. W. K. Whitehome and Prof,
lems that arise?
of two years.
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
This is but a word of warning. When Legislature and wore organized too. and Mrs. Pan] Whitbeck.
The next meeting of the Round Table
enlightened forefathers of our colPublished Wednesdays during the College Year by Students of Bates College.
Men at Ohio State College have the the glad day conies when we can do The
which is tho last of a successful season,
logo
were
far
ahead
of
Henry
Ford
for
away
with
paternalism,
let
us
try
to
Entered as second class matter at the post office at I.ewiston, Maine.
privilege of taking courses in cooking.
the curriculum was run on a five-day will be held on March sixth at the home
Comment would necessarily be danger- recognize and retain its good points. week plan until 1908 when the six-day of Mr. ami Mrs. Walter U. Gutmann,
Let
us
be
very
sure
that
wo
have
the
Printed by Merrill & Webber Co.. Auburn, Maine
ous.
intelligence, experience, and (Shall we week was installed to cut down the 135 Ash St. Dr. Cray will be the
overhead. So back there in the speaker.
A surprisingly new plan has recently use the word?) maturity to retain these "eighties" classes were over on l'riday
changes until next fall. The authority,
good points.
DO SOMETHING
been
solicited
by
the
students
of
both legal and moral, is present. Is the
It may indeed be an aristocracy, but at 4:30 P.M. Then in the evening the
DePavw University. It provides for
To say that we were gratified by the initiative lacking?
Bates boys and girls would array thorn
the grading of professors by the stu- we are of the opinion that it is a ben- solves in their Sunday best and saunter
results of the Student ballot on Freshdents in regard to their ability to teach. evolent aristocracy. Perhaps this is forth to the evening club just as now
man Initiation would be putting it
Despite its liberality the institution of not ideal, but let us recognize it values we stroll down to Chase of Saturday
THANK YOU, MAINE
such a system should have real value. and not blindly denounce paternalism.
mildly. We were at once surprised and
We say all this in spite of rules and nights.
greatly pleased. We had expected that
Although there is scarcely anyone in
What did they do at these lyceums?
In an article treating cigarettes as dictates that are as disagreeable to us Well the program then did not differ a
John Fuller, '31, one of tho outstandthe vote for modification would be a Bates College who does not know of coffin nails for co-eds the editor him- as to anyone.
ing writers on campus, and assistant
great
deal
from
tho
Deutsche
Vorein,
majority, but the results show that tho the attempt which Russell Chapman is self of the Pennsylvania Chronicle
Sincerely,
Spofford and Mnefarlane clubs pro- editor of the Bates Garnet, has had
"modification" choice did not even going to make to break the world's paranthetieally inserted, "Bates women
Frederick D. Hayes '31 grams of 1931. If anything their pro- "Lonely Road", a poem printed in tho
gain a plurality and that the "stand- half-mile record in a special race in do not smoke!!"
grams wore far spicier than ours. They Marih issue of the 1930 Garnet, accertainly were more intellectual, and it cepted by the editors of "The New
patters" collected only 27% of the. New York on March seventh, comparaA
few
weeks
ago
Uraguay
and
Peru
The historic saber, formerly in the
cannot bo denied they had an old fash Anthology of College Verse", now
severed
all
athletic
relationships.
Why
vote.
tively few know of the favor which the hands of General Webb and the bust of
ioned charm that would popularize being printed by Harper Brothers under
shouldn't
they—five
people
were
killed
Keeping in mind the old saying, l'ni\ ersity of Maine has done for Bates Mercury have mysteriously disappeared
the editorship of Jessie Rehder.
them in any radio station of today.
in
a
fight
on
the
field
following
a
game.
This is merely another indication of
"There are three kinds of liars in the in agreeing to delay for a week the from the College of the City of New
Orations, recitations, lectures, and
While
speaking
of
death—during
the
York. One of the student body is sup- past season four college players were debates were the sandwiches of the Fuller's ability as a writer, although he
world—liars, damn liars, and statisti- dual meet which was originally sched- posed
to be responsible for the theft of
is majoring in a science at Bates.
cians", we have, nevertheless, dared to uled for the same date. Courtesy was both the articles. So, we are not alone killed in football games or practices. evening and sprightly musical composi- Material was submitted to the editor
tions made up the filling. With a
This,
however,
is
a
great
reduction
in
do a little figuring with the "modifica- the only thing which caused Maine to in our statue difficulties!
the number of fatalities when one con- twinkle in his eye Harry Rowe said he of the new anthology by Dr. Edwin
tion" vote. We have discovered that do this kindness, and not only did she
siders previous years. The reduction wished our debating squad could listen Wright, who served as agent at Bates.
Ohio
State
University
students
have
The poem is printed herewith in full:
to the Dolsartian declaiming of those
of the total votes cast in this group refuse to take advantage of the fact
petitioned the authorities to cut down may be attributed to the insistence on
(120 times 5), 60% were in opposition that if the Meet was run when sched- the spring vacation from ten to three adequate equipment by both faculties days—"with a seesaw hero, and a seeThe Lonely Road
saw there, here a gesture, there a gesto some rule and only 40% in favor uled her chances of winning would be or four days. There must be more to it and students thruout the country.
Macabre
and
black tho pine trees stand,
ture,
everywhere
a
gesture,
gesture—
i
thereof, and that no rule was favored greatly strengthened by the absence of than appears on the surface.
The subjects of these debates are I 'old and White tho snow is lying,
Bull sessions which are devoted to the
by three-quarters of the student body, the Bates coach and outstanding star,
raking over of Williams College by the interesting. Resolved, that the life of Tho stars seem closer in the sky.
and only one by a majority. Then, but she even put upon herself a great we have heard rumors as to how it got students may be made to pay if one has a celibate is preferable to married life, And far away the vvind is sighing.
after arbitrarily adding 40% of the inconvenience by agreeing to have the in, but when we have such startling the ability. P. R. Dunbar has offered or resolved, that Grant was a better Ahead tho road leads on and on
general than Lee. None of these And seems to melt away from sight,
"modification" vote to the "no-chang- Meet mi a day on which the interseho examples as to what lengths rumors may money prizes to the winners of tho .speeches ran over three minutes -a ins A broad interminable aisle
go in the "newspaper game", we hesi- Dunbar Student Essay Contest. Each
ers", and 60% to the opposition, we lastie basketball tournament is ending. tate to put much faith in them. If we paper is to tend "to lead College Stu- torn still observed in our chapel and at That blindly ends against the night.
Vet as I walk the barriers fall,
find that only 41% trend toward the
So wo wish to take this opportunity are not mistaken, each of the local dent life in its social, political, educa- the close of the debate critics would dis
"Yes" side, while the other 59% turn to thank the University for their kind- papers has one or more student reporters tional or religious aspect to express it- cuss the vagaries of the different The road swings in a mighty arc,
speakers. One subject that always And loads me back at last again
to cover the news of the College. It self well."
away.
ness. Her action seems to prove bepacked the house was resolved, that To where bright lights have conquered
would seem that only the Bates news
Now of course we realize that such yond a doubt that all the differences which comes from them should be acdark.
Nine hundred and ninety-three bottles dancing should bo allowed at Bates, so
a process is open to the accusation of between the two institutions are merely cepted as authentic, or at least that of Coco Cola are consumed every day when one club's programs grew espec"juggling", but however much you on the athletic field. It seems to in- they should be asked to verify any by the students of Emery College, ially alluring to tho students this bait
""it is estimated that if the liquid was was used by the other clubs to entice everybody else and after 1904—when
criticize the figures, you cannot deny dicate that at Maine there exists a other items which happen to be poured out on the campus in ten years them back into the old fold again.
George graduated—there was a general
"rumored" into the office. It certainly
that the trend of the student body is spirit, which we too have felt from is unfair for the regular student re Emery would have a lake 200 feet long,
In "The Mauve
Decade" the exodus down to Ross's. It used to be
away from Freshman Initiation. This time to time, which gives us a sort of porter who is liable to be blamed for 85 feet wide, and 25 feet deep", and Piaorian club was organized. This the ambition of all the young romeo's
trend the Student Council must take feeling of pride when a student of any the article. Before now, such a re- if the empty bottles were placed end to club—more exclusive perhaps -met in to date up the new girl for Ross's after
the subterranean depths of old Parker tho Polynymian.
into consideration. Naturally enough the Maine colleges makes some out- porter has had to do some explaining end they would extend for a distance of Hall—tho entrance of which faced
Tho societies were so strong and
46 miles. What a choice bit for adverit is not expected that the Council will standing accomplishment in competi- when another absolute misstatement of tising concerns to gloat over!
Ilathorn in those days. The Eurosoph- active in 1908 that the rooms became
facts had slipped into the paper with
ians met in Prof. Harm's room and the too crowded so in 1909 Mr. Libby, a
meet and arbitrarily eliminate 59% of tion with outside institutions. We re- out his knowing it.
A "college theatre" which would Polynymians across the hall in Prof. philanthropic Lewiston manufacturer
Freshman Initiation which this ballot call that in the State Meet of 1928
But not only is it unfair to the reMat-Donald's room. The bookcase in with two children in Bates, built Libbey
seems to indicate to be the desire of every time Rip Black heaved the ham- porter, but it is also unfair to the Col- form the dramatic talent of fifty the latter is a relic of the ancient Poly- Forum for the new clubhouse. But not
thousand students in the ten colleges
lege
for
such
a
thing
to
appear
without
the student body. Their smaller body, mer to help beat Bates, we had a very
long after this splendid building was
reason. Of course, we realize that located in and about Boston is tho ideal nvniian library.
their ability to discuss the problem definite dislike for him, but all during most of the untruths were covered up of Dr. Franklin. The various colleges
Those clubs started off with a bang completed the spirit of the college
with one another, and their, greater ex- the summer we felt an onexplainable with the over-faithful "it is reported", belonging to the "theatre guild" in the fall—for then tho rushing season changed. Disintegration began and
was on. Snappy, juicy programs were the department
lui-s—or cliques—
perience may guide them in a policy gratification whenever we saw that he but that is not sufficient to prevent would study the same author at the widely advertised, and likely freshman sprang up like ;
-nrooms. In desperasame time and then see one of the playmany
from
putting
credence
in
the
either more or less radical than that had won another meet.
statements. And such things certainly wrights works interpreted by the college debaters, musicians, and athletes were tion the old clubs began to court the
indicated in the ballot. But although
The expression of such a spirit cannot give tho College a "black eye". No theatre. It would truly be a theatre pulled back and forth by eager clubs student body with such snappy jazzy
the ballot was indeed advisory, it can- help but increase cordial relations doubt it is better "news" to bo able to "for, by, and of" the college students. men. The more enterprising upper- programs as mock faculty meetings, and
clnssmfn used their clubs with fearful humorous sketches, but all to no avail,
not be denied that on the first test among the Maine colleges which can print something sensational, but alVermont University recently cele- toll among tho unsuspecting first year now styles in clubs were just in from
though
we
may
be
relatively
unaclead
to
nothing
but
good.
made, the student body has given the
the academic tailors, and bitten by
quainted with tho ways of journalism. brated the thirty-fourth anniversary of men.
For fear some of tho 1931 clubs may sharp frost of neglect Polynymia,
Student Council a definite indication of
wo should think that truth ought to lie its annual classic, The Kake Walk. The
how it stands on the matter and a
preferred to sensationalism. Such does Kake Walk began as an impromtu. turn up their noses in superior fashion Eurosophia, and Piaoria faded and
RUMOR
not seem to be the opinion of tho local private affair and the entire company at the mention of their plebeian aaees turned into pale loaves of memory. To
definite command to make some fardevoured the cake. It has evolved into tors it would be well to emphasize tin- bo sure all the leaves of their activities
Since it has not been heretofore done, journalists.
reaching changes in the system of Iniwe wish to take this opportunity to
The Journal, in the issue of Thursday. a carefully prepared and elaborately fact that no organization now on cam were later raked up, pasted in records
tiation as it exists at the present time. publicly deny the news item concerning February 19, prints at the top of its executed array of novel features.
pus compels the allegiance that "ye and filed away in tho trophy cabinet
olde tyine societies" did. When the of upper Chase Hall, but only the old
What the President of the Council the ''inter-dormitory war" which ap- front page, a quotation, extremely perApparently Sargent doesn't believe old grads got together now Eurosophian. fashioned charm of the antique hallows
meant when he said that nothing would peared in the I.owiston Sun Thursday tinent to this discussion. It is, "The
in too strenuous activities for all its Polvnvmian, and Piaorian reminiscences tbem now.
be certain until the Class of 1934 has morning. Rather than a war which Rumor Has Been Developed to a Point students; hopscotch, jackstones, and monopolize their conversation. Twenty
One Bates tradition that sprang from
left "behind it many broken windows, Where It lias Almost Become a
elected the Garnet Key, we do not stair banisters, and a score or more of National Institution.'' If tho two local marbles are to be featured in the mid- years ago the Alumni used to derive a the Union meeting of all three clubs in
"big kick" from coming back to the the spring was the annual Greek play.
know. If we are not mistaken, the minor injuries", we have learned, on papers would take this idea to heart winter intramural sports schedule.
old club meeting. Imagine with what These union meetings wore the consumGarnet Key is not elected until after the authority of the proctor "who and thou act accordingly, there might
enthusiasm a grade of 1931 would rush mation of the clubs' yearly activities.
"Men
have
died
and
worms
have
ended
the
battle",
that
the
whole
be
fewer
unfortunate
occurrences
of
the
the Spring vacation, and if the present
eaten them—but not for love", is fast up from Boston to attend a Cosmos Club Each year they became more elaborate
"war" included the throwing of some
just mentioned.
Student Council plans to leave any snow and the breaking of two panes of typo
and intellectual. Finally some one sugWe understand perfectly that it is being disproved by the Junior men at meeting!
In the olden days those clubs wore gested putting on a classic Greek play.
action which may be taken to the new glass. The track captain further re- not our province to tell those far more Holy Cross. They are studiously
the
social
life
on
campus.
After
the
The idea fell on fertile ground, so now
Council which is elected just prior to ports that the youth who was " reported experienced than ourselves what to do avoiding amusements and outside meals,
Eurosophian was over the members the spirit of Eurosophia, Polynymia,
the vacation, we can only brand such to have sustained a badly wrenched and what not to do, but when the more because they do eat up the allowance. would rush across tho hall to tho Poly and Piaoria in hallowed trinity floats
ankle" was practicing the dashes as experienced ones seem to adopt a Consequently many are rapidly falling
a policy as '' passing the buck''. It usual Thursday afternoon.
policy of misstatement and exaggeration away, and all in "order that they may nvniian—there they would intermingle over the columns of Coram library in
would also be interesting to know why
How such an article could have been with respect to the College, we fool that give" "the only one" a snaggy time at and stroll arm in arm over to the communion with the shade of HeroPiaorian club room. Everybody knew datus.
the Junior Prom.
we are to be kept in the dark as to any published is a mystery to us. Of course some sort of a protest is necessary.

JOHN FULLER'S
"LONELY ROAD"
IN ANTHOLOGY
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(gPEN FORUM
West Muffinville, Me.
Feb. 18, 1931
My BMT Editor:
Becus the cows have been sick and
the chickens ain't layin like they
should, I ain't had time to visit my old
alum otter. Ya see, I was one of
them students what graduated in one
semoater, me bein smarter than a lot
of them students what take four years,
and I ain't seen anybody from ole Mr.
Rates' academy since Helen Gone and
Wenton Oonnet run oat of gas in the
woods up back of my farm and when

I went up to help them they told me night comin around the corner of
to go awav and let them fix their own Cheney House so they got a lite for her
car, so I didn't get much news from now. And how's ole Bob McDonald
now? Does he still go arund walkin
them.
Say, how is Percy Wilkins now? You on his knees looking for thumbtacks,
know, he turned the crank on me all the or has Norm Boss got him a 1931 model
while I was there and I finally wound wheel barrow to ride in.
up with an F in algebra.
I met a Bates fellow a while ago and
Doc Britan was a good ole feller when I asked him about the commons
but I couldn't get his referin to some he swore sumpin awfui and said the
wall. He'd alus say, "Wall, I don't fellers are gettin sore cause Ma Roberts
know this", "and wall I don't know is kecpin a couple of pigs and feeding
that''. Did anyone ever find out what them all that milk that she won't
this here wall was what he's swearin let the students have.
by? I bet a pair of felt boots that
Well, I reckon it's chore time so I
Bobby Berkelman has reformed the en- gotta be runnin along.
tire college by now, him and Dean
Sincerely yours,
Clark who alus usta meander around
to see if the honor system was working
Ima Havseed '32 one't
right. I hear she slipped and fell one

Washington—(IP)—Senator Henrik
Shipstead of Minnesota, has introduced
a resolution into Congress to make it
clear thai the United strifes does not
join with other nations which signed
the Versailles treaty in making Germany bear the entire blame for the
war. The resolution, which was not
referred to committee, may be brought
111> at any time.
New York—(IP)—First reports on
research work being done by the New
York University School of Retailing
show that shoppers prefer to buy different articles on different days of the
week.
Be discreet physically, mentally, emotionally.--Surgeon Unl. dimming.

DEAN CLARK THINKS ENGLANDSWITZERLAND MOST APPEALING
By DOROTHY FUGE
President Hoover's effort to artificially stem the course of the debacle
made me think of King Canute.
—Henry W. Morgenthau.
Xo one can be more religious than
the militant atheist—Arnold Toynbee.
A cultured mind not only appraises
judiciously, but also delights in things
true, just, lovelv and honorable.
—H. S. Coffin

CAMELS |

are coming.

I

REWARD

for the best answers to this question:

What significant change has recently been made in
the wrapping of the CAMEL package containing 20 cigarettes and
what are its advantages to the smoker?

■

Wednesday Night
Tune in the Camel Hour
on X.B.C. Xetworh
9.3© to
8.30 to
7.30 to
6.30 to

10.30
9.30
8.30
7.30

. Eastern
. Central
Mountain
Pacific

Time
Time
Time
Time

Over Station*
WJZ, WBZA, WBZ, WHAM, KDKA. WJR,
WGAR, KYW.WLW.WRVA.WSJS.KWK,
WJAX, WFLA, WIOD, WREN.
Eastern Time
11.15 to 12.15 .
Central Time
10.15 to 11.15 .
Mountain Time
9.15 to 10.15 .
. . Pacific Time
8.15 to 9.15 .

i
i

Ovmr Station*
Wins. WSM. WSB, WMC WAPI, WJDX,
V, SMB. Kills. WTMJ. KSTP, w Kite.
WKY, WBAP, KPRC, WOAI, KOA, KSL,
KTAR,KGO,KECA, KFSU.KGW.KOMO,
KHQ, KFAB.

First Prize, $25,000
Second Prize, 8 lO.OOO Third Prize, $5,000
For the five next best answers . 8 l.OOO each
For the five next best answers • $50© each
For the 25 next best answers . SI OOcach
Conditions Governing Contest:
1 Answers limited to 200 words.
2 Write on one side of the paper only.
3 No entries accepted that bear a postmark later
than midnight, March 4, 1931.
4 Contest open to everybody except employes and
executives of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and
their families.
5 In case of ties, the full amount of award will be
paid to each of the tying parties.
6 It is not necessary to buy a package of Camel cigarettes in order to compete. Any store that sells
cigarettes will permit you to examine the Camel
package containing 20 cigarettes.

•Judge*:
CHARLES DANA GIBSON
Famous Illustrator and
Publisher of "Life"

•
ROY

W. HOWARD

Chairman of the Board,
Scripps Howard Newspapers

•
RAY LONG
President, International
Magazine Company,
and Editor of "Cosmopolitan"

•
AND STAFF

All communications must be addressed to Contest Editor—
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Contest open only until MIDNIGHT, MARCH 4,1931
(Winners will be announced as soon as possible after contest closes)

Eight countries, each with a different type of romance, were included in
Dean Clark's Kuropean tour. Of all
these countries England and Switzerland appealed most to Dean Clark.
The lake district of England is especially lovely with the eighteen or twenty
lakes enclosed by low, rolling hills. The
country roads arc unique for tliev wind
thru the farm lands and between each
farm is a gate, which must be opened.
Instead of fencing off their fields the
land owners enclose the entire farm.
In some places a youngster opens the
gate and grins eagerly in anticipation
of the pennies which he invariably receives. In the more deserted sections
the driver must clamber down, open the
gate and carefully close it or else the
cattle will stray into the neighboring
pastures.
See and Hear Hikers
Even more interesting than the system of gates are the hikers. The lake
district with its beautiful scenery and
curving roads is a haven for all who
love to tramp. Along the highways you
not only see the trampers. but hear their
sticks clattering on the stone roads.
This section is also of great historical
significance. There many famous
authors lived and wrote; Wordsworth,
Coleridge. Ruskin, and Southey. To
enter their homes, visit the spots which
they frequented and loved, to view their
graves and read the inscriptions makes
one conscious of England 's rich, historical background.
The contrast between moderate London and dashing, energetic New York
impressed Dean Clark. The buildings
are low. the highest average about eight
stories and would seem like one story
bungalows in contrast with some of our
gigantic skyscrapers. Traffic moves
slowly, but one is not annoyed by needless delays because puzzling left hand
turns require some ponderous thought.
The London day begins late and there
is a decided air of ease and leisure.
Summer and Winter in Switzerland
In Switzerland one has the opportunity of being bathed by a comfortably
w.irm sun and at the same time enjoying the majestic snow capped mountains. The scenery of Switzerland is
remarkable; the height of the mountains, the vast gorges down which pour
'he turbulent glacier streams. The
French section, .judging by the observations Dean Clark had an opportunity
♦ o make, is more primitive, poorer, and
less progressive than the German section. In the French territory it is a
common sight to watch all the housewives diligently scrubbing the family
clothes in public cement watering
trough. The social affair ends when
each wife departs with a basket filled
with freshly laundered clothes to be
dried in her own yard. It is in Lucerne
that one sees the women attired in
native costume embroidery, to order,
linens and dresses. The work is that
beautiful, fine embroidery known as
Swiss embroidery.
The lure of the open road has always been a potent force and travel is
just packed with thrilling experiences.
The best adventure, however, is to get
glimpses of other peotM.-s, to see life as
it is lived in the rural districts where
one er.incs in contact with simplicity
and sincerety.

Cincinnati,
O.—(IP)—Edward
P.
Bradstreet, the oldest graduate of Yale
University, died at his home here recently at the age of 100. Until about
two years ago Mr. Bradstreet maintained his law office and was active in
community affairs. He was a member
of the famous class of V>3 at Yale which
had 111 members at graduation. When
he celebrated his 100th anniversary on
June 5 he was honored by the Cincinnati
Yale Club at a banquet. Before going
to Yale, Mr. Bradstreet was a student
at Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, O.
Tn 1858 Mr. Bradstreet and his wife
were playing chess in a public room of
a hotel at Hannibal, Mo., when they
looked tip to find Abraham Lincoln
watching the game. Lincoln was invited to join the game and did so.
Fort Valley, Ga.—(IP)—Ken Hondo,
Japanese secretary of the League of
Nations, arrived here to visit the
Georgia woman who was his instructor
while she was a missionary in Japan
years ago. The woman is Miss Annie
Lyon Howe, who was a missionary in
Japan for 40 years.
South Hadley, Mass.—(IP)—Given a
perfect background by an old-fashioned
Xew England snow which had covered
the ground since before Christmas, students at Mount Holyoke College the
other day put on a snow and ice carnival on the campus, including such
events as ski jumping, snow-shoe races,
ski tournament, snowshoe Tug of war
and snowshoe baseball game.
In the evening the undergraduates
took part in an ice carnival on Lower
Lake, dressed in costume.
People who are much alone become
clear-sighted: they turn the pages of
life slowly and read every word.
—Alice Duer Miller.
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PROF. MacDONALD FINDS NEW
Y. W. SOCIAL SERVICE GROUP
ACTIVE IN WORTH WHILE WORK
SCHOOL CONDITIONS ABROAD
By MAKY D. HOAG
In the educational world today there
is a good deal said nliout extra-curricula activities. We know many here
at Bates College who are active in
these special lines of work, but it is
not generally known the noble work
that is being accomplished by the Y.
W. 0. A. through the diligent services
of a group of its members in the lines
of social service activities.
Divided in Two Parts
The organization of the Bates College
unit of V. W. C. A. is divided into
several departments, each with its
chairman and committee. The two
committees that are doing considerable
work in social service are the Social
Service Committee and the Industrial
Girls' Committee.
The Social Service department is
separated into two units. Miss .leannelte
Stahl '31 and Miss Mildred Moyer '33
are the two leaders.
Miss
Stahl
has
charge
of
the
Nuhanusit Club, consisting of twenty
girls of seventh and eighth grnde age.
which meets regularly. These girls are
too young to belong to the Girl
Reserves, but the purpose of the club is
to carry on a program similar to thai
of the larger organization. Under the
direction of their leader, interesting
programs have been carried out. At
Christmas the girls sang Christmas
carols at the Old Ladies Home, at one
time they visited the Sun-Journal Office,
at other meetings the time is spent in
handiwork. It is the rule of the
Nuhanusit Club to carry on its meet
ings according to simple rules of parliamentary law.
Work at Children's Home
Every other Sunday afternoon, Miss
Stahl and her assistants go over to
the Children's Home in Auburn and tell
stories, teach games and songs to these
boys and girls. At present a party is
being planned for them. The visits of
these Bates girls are of great enjoyment to these children and they are
always disappointed when they learn
that their guests are not allowed to
come because of illness in the Home.
On the alternate Sunday afternoons
Miss Stahl and a group of volunteers
go to the Old Ladies' Home. The program of music, poetry and readings
that is offered is enjoyed by these
ladies as much as the children enjoy
their songs and games.
Miss Mildred Moyer '33 has charge
of those Bates girls who teach at the
local Y 's. This is a difficult task because many more girls are asked for
than those who have already volunteered. It is not because many do not

want to do this but lack of time does
not permit it. Besides teachers there
is a request for those who will direct
various girls clubs. At present Misses
Violet
Blanchard,
Mildred
Vining,
Helen Ilamlin, Florence Ogden and
Dawn Orcutt are teaching one evening
a week at the Lewiston Y. W. 0. A.
Most of the Girls teach English to foreign born women who are not able to
spend three evenings a week at evening
schools. There is no special organization; some teach groups, others individuals, and the only way that it is
possible to know how much is being
accomplished is to observe the women
individually to see what they are getting out of these classes.
Teach Sewing, Arts, and Sports
Miss Josephine Burnett and Dorothy
Penney assist afternoons in teaching
sewing and arts. Misses Gladys Godda rd "32 and Rosemary Lambertson
'32 have classes in swimming, basket
ball, tennis and other sports at tin1 Y.
\V. in Auburn.
Miss Dorothy Christopher
'31 is
chairman of the Industrial Girls Committee. She meets with a combined
group of industrial girls and students
on alternate Sundays and such topics
as married women in industry, wages,
working hours, the business cycle and
industrial conditions are discussed from
both the point of view of the student
and that of the working girl. In this
way it is possible to apply the actual
industrial conditions to the theory that
is furnished by the students.
Conducts Industrial Girls' Club
Besides this work, Miss Christopher
is also leader of the Rainbow Club.
This club consists of industrial girls
from eighteen to twenty-five. At their
meetings they have outside speakers.
Yarious industrial matters, etiquette
and conditions in local factories are
discussed. The girls are arranging a
musical for their mothers and later on
they plan to put on a musical review.
It is evident that the Bates Y. W.
is doing a wide range of work in their
social service activities. There has
also been some work carried on individually. Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners were given to a needy
family and warm clothing was provided for a sickly baby.
These different services that have
been rendered by these missionaryminded girls of our Y. W. has been
greatly appreciated by the foreign
women whom they teach, the orphan
children, lonely ladies and industrial
women with whom they come in contact
and in return receive simple and wholehearted thanks.

SURVEY OF COLLEGE READING
MADE BY STUDENT REPORTER
College is the forest where books hang
from every tree, but which books we
choose to read, when not forced to scan
those acorns (from whence great oaks
grow), is entirely up to us individually.
The material recently collected, included
authors, books, magazines, and types of
literature which each person preferred.
A portion revealed the fact that manywere lacking time rather than inclination for literary exploration and devote
their reading moments to timely topics.
Most of the material showed that we
find time to read the literature in which
we are most interested.
Mildred Healey
De Maupassant
Willa Cather
Henrick Ibsen
Norman McDonald
On the Witness Stand,
Munsterberg
Beau Ideal,
Wren
Books concerning Patriotism
Professor Gould
Detective Stories
Dorothy Parker
Robert Frost
Jane Austin's Novels
Marjorie Boothbay
De Maupassant
Immortal Marriage,
Atherton
Marriage for Two
Professor Harms
Quiet Street
Angel Pavement
Biography of Franklin
Harriet Green
Dantzig's "Numbers"
Gladys Underwood
Cock Robin
"Ed" Milk
Death and Venice.
Mann
Growth of the Soil,
Hansum
Columbia. Mo.—(IP) -Co-eds of the
University of Missouri have come to
the rescue of the distressed southern
cotton planter by adopting a resolution
that they make their spring wardrobes
out of cotton, including their stockings.
Praising the co-eds in the U. S.
Senate, Senator Hetlin urged all Amer
leans to follow their example.
As yet no one has spoken a pieee for
the silk manufacturers.
Wireless stations in both France and
Canada have reported that during the
broadcast of the Pope's message by the
Vatican radio station Scuiet radio Stations set up a series of noises on the
same wave length, and kept them up
during the broadcast from Vatican City.

Ruth Wilson
Royal Road to Romance, HaUiburton
A Tolstoi Biography
"Red" Long
Harpers & Atlantic Monthly
Deborah Thompson
San Michelle
Daughter of the Medici
Louise Day
Correspondence of King George the III
John Fuller
Peder Victorious
Tess of the D'Ubervilles
Mildred Moyer
Cast and Outcast
Lantern in her Hand
India Looks to Her Future
Lillian Hanscom
Beachcomber in the Orient,
Fisher
Life and Letters of E. A. Poe
Professor Hovey
Magazine Material
Biography
Carol Woodman
Temptations,
Pinski
Awkward Age,
Henry James
Althea Howe
Tristiam,
Robinson
Vagabonds,
Hansum
Sam Pepvs' Diarv
"Sid" Farrell
Hockey Rule Book
Professor Woodcock
Barton
K. K. Darrow
Literary Digest
"Gil" Clapperton
Musical America
A Collection of Heine's Poetry
William Dunham
Lord Jim,
Conrad
Mrs. Mabee
Harpers
N. by E.,
Rockwell Kent
The largest newspaper advertisement
ever placed by a publishing house
recently was run in 12 dailies across the
United States by the Crowell Publish
ing Company. It consisted of rive consecutive pages.

Custom is reason fast asleep; it takes
the place of thought in all the popular
habits of life.—W. S. Sparrow.
Leviathan, we realize, is not a perfect whale, made as a whale and as
nothing else, but the descendant of a
land animal doing its best to swim.
—II. G. Wells.

By ELINOR WILLIAMS
Dr. R. A. F. MaeDonald, professor of
education anil an authority on secondary
education, found, during six months
spent in Europe recently, revolutionary
changes in systems of secondary education in England and Russia. Dr. MacDonald visited England, Scotland, Belgium, Holland, France, Germany, and
Italy, and witnessed these changes in
European education which are still in
progress.
Regional School Types in Germany
In Germany Dr. MaeDonald found
that each state has its own system of
secondary education, and contrary to the
prevailing belief in this country there is
no "German System" of secondaryschools. Because of the difficulty of
keeping literature on the subject up to
date, it is almost unknown here that
Bavaria, Saxony, Pomerania, and Prussia each have a system peculiar to their
particular region. The schools of the
majority of the German states show few
changes since the war except an increase
in scholarships for high-ranking pupils.
In Prussia, however, the Grundschule
has been established. Attendance at the
Grundschule is compulsory for boys and
girls from 6 to 10 years of age, and
unlike other schools in Germany, no fees
are charged. At the end of the course
in the Grundschule the students take examinations to qualify for attendance in
one of the secondary schools in Prussia.
The secondary schools are of four types:
Classical, Mathematics and Scientific,
schools of European Culture, and schools
of German Culture. Six years' attendance in these secondary schools prepares
the student to enter intermediate vocations of trade, commerce, and semiskilled work; nine years' attendance prepares the student for professional training in the universities.
Change in English System
In England a significant change is
the County Council school, established
under the influence of the recent government. This is a new type of secondary
school, free, and popular in counties
where there are moderate or large sized
cities. The schools are maintained by a
tax levy on the people of the county,
and they are like our high schools except
for segregation in the classrooms. Each-

SOPHOMORE HOP
(Continued from Page 1)

school has a headmaster and a headmistress.
Athletics are stressed in the English
secondary schools more than in our high
schools but in a different way. Every
student is encouraged to exeel in one
activity, cricket, rowing, tennis, or football, and two afternoons a week are assigned for games between houses, each
house containing forty boys. The masters often participate in the games, and
each school has several teams fur each
sport.
Three School Teams
The year of the English universities
and colleges is divided into three terms:
September to December. January to
March, and April to June. This system
provides a month's vacation between
terms in which most of the student's
reading and studying is done.
Dr. MaeDonald was especially impressed during his visit to Europe by
the keenness of German and Italian
children in learning modern languages.
He found pupils of 12 to 1.") years of
age studying English in coeducational
schools in Florence, Daly, where the
method of teaching languages includes
use of printed material, writing, and
Conversation. He was also impressed by
the well organized schools of Italy and
Germany, those of Xuenich in particular.
Cities—Art Treasures
In recalling the outstanding impressions of his European tour, Dr. MacDonald revealed himself a keen appreciator ut" old-world art and tradition.
His recollections included the ancient
walled city of Carcassonne, the two
Austrian castles of Ludwig II, the mad
king, which contain priceless collections
of art treasures of statues, paintings,
tapestries, and mosaics, and the region
of the trossaehg in the highlands of Scotland. In Kngland Dr. and Mrs. MacDonald were entertained at tea in Hampton Court Palace and made many acquaintances in London.
Dr. MaeDonald spoke of the American
University Union in London which is
ill communication with New York and
interests itself in forming contacts in
London for American students and provides advantages in the form of visits
to famous places and institutions.

WOMEN DEBATERS
RETURN FROM TRIP

are the guests of honor. The guests
The Women Debaters have returned
are Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe, Dean from their debating trip to Vermont
Hazel M. Clark, and Professor Gros- where they met Middlebury College and
venor M. Robinson. The chaperones the University of Vermont on Monday
are Mr. and Mrs. Norman E. Ross, and evening and Tuesday afternoon of liiis
Mr. and Mrs. August Buschniann.
week respectively, debating on the
The Hop Committee is as follows: negative of the resolution that "A
General Chairman, John A. Curtis. System of Federal Compulsory UnemJohn H. Stevens is in charge of the ployment Insurance be Immediately
reservations.
Adopted". The debates were of the
Music Committee: Kenneth Wood, non-decision type. The debaters were
chairman, and Fred Donald.
Rebecca Caller, Shirley Cave, and Edith
Decoration C o in in i 11 e e: Barbara Lerrigo.
Stuart, chairman, Helen Ashe, Rosamond Mclcher, Eleanor Libbey, Robert
No one has ever succeeded in keeping
Kroepsch, Charles Horton, J. Arnold nations at war except by lies.
Kelly. Ed Emery, and Paul Hayden.
—Prof. Salvador de Madariaga.
Favors Committee: Virginia Moulton,
chairman, Dorothy Wills, Evelyn Rolfe,
Modern science is very liable to superMarion Hayes, Donald Fitz, and Roger stitution and tends to breed superstition
Crafts.
in its devotees.
Publicity Committee: John Dobravol—Prof. John MneMurrav.
sky, chairman, Lee Lord, Harold Karkos and Rebecca Carter.
Refreshments Committee: John
Baker, chairman, Paul Carpenter, and

ARNOLD ADAMS '33
Member of Relay Quartet
AN INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY

"BILLY" KXOX '32
Dash man on Medlev Relav

Cleveland,

O.—IP)—Limitation

of

intercollegiate schedules, reduction of
intercollegiate athletic eligibility to
one or two years, organization of two
or more teams in each sport, and endowment of college athletics were proposed
as possible means of reducing emphasis
on intercollegiate football by Prof.
Joseph E. Raycroft, speaking before the
American Association of UniversityProfessors here.
Prof. Raycroft, chairman of the
association's
committee on student
health and athletics, admitted none of
the proposals were original with him,
but said he believed them the best of
the many solutions being offered in the
widespread discussion of the problem.
He indicated little alarm over the
situation, saying there was a general
decrease of interest in intercollegiate
football on the part of the undergraduates themselves, who often preferred
other diversions while big games were
going on.
"I think the next five years will find
considerable improvement in the condition." he said, "as is already being
evidenced in a number of institutions.
"The plan of Dr. Nicholas MurrayButler, president of Columbia University, to have the alumni endow undergraduate sports, both intercollegiate
and intramural," the Princeton professor said, '' was an old plan 30 years
ago. It was then proposed by Dr.
Charles R, Harper, the first president
of the University of Chicago.''
Although the organization took no
official action on Prof. Raycroft's suggest ions, there was considerable informal discussion of the entire athletic
situation.
If it were left to me I would no more
pay an athletic student than I would
a chemical student.—Chairman Mackel
lar of Suwanee Athletic Committee.

Vincent Eirby.

Chaperone C o in m i 11 e e: Charlotte
Cutts, chairman, and Rath Harmon.

Detroit, Mich.—(IP)—Henry Ford is
building the world's first industrial university at Dearborn on the theory that
discoveries which may revolutionize, in
a test tube, the economic importance of
a carrot or a cabbage will point the way
for industries next great advance.
Students at the Edison Institute of
Technology, the "higher college" of
the Ford trade school, already are trying to find new uses for raw materials
of the earth, Ford has revealed.
"We all know how to make a drink
from the coffee bean," Ford said, "but
who knows how many better uses the
coffee bean may have? Almost every
day men find new uses for rubber. A
long time ago our engineers learned
they could make good steering wheels
for Ford cars out of straw.
'' When we can separate the kernel
that is pure food from straw leaves and
husks of wheat, and make good use of
whatever is left over, we can solve the
farmer's financial difficulties.
'' Nature wastes nothing. Civilization wastes more than it uses. That
account for a good many of our economic pains."
The coffee bean and the potato, the
osage orange and the thorn apple already have yielded some of their secrets
under the probe.
Garbage reduction and disposal is receiving due consideration. Seven tons
of Dearborn garbages are distilled daily
at the Rouge plant of the Ford Co.,
where ethyl and methyl alcohol, refined
oil and tar oil, and a gas suitable for
burning are removed.
Where only about 50 students arc at
work today, according to Ford, in time
there will "likely be 300 or 1,000 working in 100 distinct lines. Ford's industrial museum, costing millions to assemble and including virtually every
mechanical contrivance ever devised,
will form one tremendous workshop for
the industrial university.

Wave you chosen
your life work?
fie'd of health service the Harvard University Dental School—the oidrzi dental school connected with any
university in the United Slates—offers
thorough well-balanced courses to all
branches of dentistry. All modern equipment for practical work under supervision of men high in the profession.
Write for details and admission requirements to Leroy M. S. Miner, Deem
IN THE

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dept. -, LonH wood Are., Boiton, Mat*.

STUDENT ASSEMBLY
(Continued from Page 1)

DUKE UNIVERSITY

for the first time a Student-Faculty
Group.
For tho first time, Paige said, students
were at liberty to criticize the policy of
their president, and for the first time
the president listened.
Mr. Paige expressed the hope that
next year's delegation would have as
good a time as Dunham and he enjoyed.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM. N. C.

McCallister Speaks on Smoking
At the same assembly, Norman McAllister, of the Student Council, addressed the men on the tradition regarding smoking on the campus.
The men were reminded of the custom
that made smoking taboo on the grounds
exeepl bet ween Chase hall and John
licit ram, and in front of Parker hall.
McAllister said he believed most freshmen were under the illusion that smoking on the campus was prohibited only
during the initiation period, and it was
probably due to that that so much smoking was seen following Thanksgiving.
It was at this assembly that the vote
on Freshman rules was taken. Norris
Marston presided.

Our age is more humanist than intelligent.—O. K. Chesterton.
No matter how many millions a man
has in the bank, if he doesn't contribute
more to life than he takes out he is
a beggar.—Bishop Herbert Shipman.
It is only as the audience develops
that the moving picture can rise to artistic heights.—Ella Winter.

* .bout »** «"fj*l lo, ***S*t

On October 1, 1931, carefully
selected first and third year
students will be admitted.
Applications may be sent at
any time and will be considered in the order of receipt.
Catalogues
and application
forms may be obtained from
the Dean.

The Ideal Hotel for You

In BOSTON
IstlnNEWBa

Hotel IVIANGER
At North Station
Direct Entrance from 3. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden

500 ROOMS

or

CABIN

^^

HoU-nd-A-- Line

gg

rMland-AraericaLin.
g^ Street, Boston. Mass^

Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower ▼ Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) ▼ Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
New England's Most Modern)*
Equipped and Perfectly
Appointed Hotel
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE—$2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO-S4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
No Higher Rates
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PROF. AND MRS. BERKELMAN
VISIT ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND
By DOROTHY FXJGE
Professor and Mrs. Berkelman enjoyed a delightful summer tramping
through England. The first tramp was
an exhilarating climb on a cold rainy
day up a windy headline to the castle
of King Arthur. From here they went
to Clovelly, a quaint little village built
on a steep street which leads to the sea.
Tiny donkeys are the means of conveyance, and all day long they trot back
and forth under heavy loads. Mrs.
Berkelman was especially attracted to
Hobby Drive. It's a beautiful six-mile
drive around a cliff with the water
always in view.
The next stop was at Ilfracombe, a
more sophisticated place which is much
frequented by tourists. Here there is a
fine walk through the hills down to the
sea which is lovely even on a drizzly
day.
Visit Stratford on-Avon
The Berkelmans, taking a route thru
Doone Valley, Glastonbury and Wells,
the cathedral towns, and Bath, whose
Roman Baths are its one claim to distinction, arrived at the most interesting part of the trip, Rtratford-On-The
Avon. Almost across the street from
this one delightfully old fashioned
house was Shakespeare's home and its
beautiful gari'en where is at least one

PROF. ROBKRT G. BERKELMAN
specimen of every flower mentioned by
Shakespeare
in
his writings. The
Shakespeare Monument, a large statue
of Shakespeare surrounded at the base
by his four best characters was also
very accessible. The Shakespearean
plays were much appreciated by the
travelers. Mrs. Berkelman enjoyed
"Midsummer Night's Dream" and
'' MacBeth'' most of all.
Leaving Stratford they visited Oxford. Oxford whose beautiful quadrangle grounds are clotted with lovely
duck pools, one for every college.
Nearly in the center is Radcliff Library
from whose tower there is a splendid
view of "the gray spires of Oxford
against a pearl gray sky".
Spent Twelve Days in London
Twelve days were spent in London
and needless to say, it rained most every
day. Hampton Court with its pond of
rare lillies, Windsor Castle and Kensington Gardens where there is an exquisite
statue of Peter Pan, all were inspected.
Limehouse was also penetrated but, as
a slum district, it proved a surprise.
The Main Street was very ordinary
and near at hand was a small park and
a play ground for the children. The
most exciting event of the London visit
was Shakespeare's "Othello" in which
Paul R o b e s o n played.
Madame
Toussard 's collection of wax works
offered the most amusing entertainment
one rainy afternoon. The figures have
been collected for years and all the
noteworthies are represented. So realistic are the waxes that many tourists
accost wax guides for information and
peer inquisitively into the eyes of flesh
and blood ones.
The Lake District

W. A. A. NEWS
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By POLLY GROVER
The basketball season ends this week
with the inter-class and inter-dorm
basketball games. There should be
keen competition shown, especially in
the inter-class games, because the teams
give evidence of hard work and faithful practicing. Two games have already been played. On Friday, Feb.
20, the Sophomores easily beat the
Seniors 52-12. However, the Juniors
had to work hard not to spoil their fine
.athletic record. Their game with the
Freshmen ended with a 39-32 score in
favor of the former. This week we
expect to see some fast and exciting
games. Don't forget to come out and
support your team!

Where will the two slanting
lines meet if the shorter one
is continued? Good eyes
are needed for this one.

Inter-class Schedule
Tues., Feb. 24 (3.30)—Seniors vs.
Juniors. (3.45)—Sophomores vs. Freshjnen.
Wed., Feb. 25—(3.30)—Seniors vs.
Freshmen. (3.45)—Juniors vs. Sophomores.
Thurs., Feb. 26 (3.30)—Garnets vs.
Blacks.
Fri., Feb. 27 (3.30)—Finish of inter
dorm games.
Inter-dorm Schedule
Tues., Feb. 24 (5.00)—Chase
Rand.
Wed., Feb. 25 (4.15)—Cheney
Frye.
Thurs., Feb. 26 (4.15)—Milliken
Town Girls.
Fri., Feb. 27 (3.30)—Winners of
Tuesday vs. winners of Wednesday.
Fri., Feb. 27 (4.05)—Winners of
Thursdav vs. winners of Friday.
. Fri., "Feb. 27 (4.35)—Winner vs.
winner.

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOUR TASTE

M I L D E R . . .
Class First Teams
Seniors
Forwards, G. Underwood, H. Green.
Center, D. Christopher.
S. center, F. York.
Guards, J. Stahl, H. Manser.
Juniors
Rt. Forward, R. Lambertson.
Left Forward, E. Finn.
S. Center, R. Nichols.
Center, G. Diggery.
Guards, G. Goddard, C. Woodman.
Sophs
Forwards, N. Hinds, A. Purington.
Center, C. Cutts.
S. Center, R. Mclcher.
Guards, D. Thompson, V. Lewis.
Frosh
Forwards, E. Wilson, F. Tarr.
S. Center, M. Wheeler.
Center, C. Zahn.
Guards, M. Bennett, P. Abbott.
Everyone should remember the other
side of our winter season. Don't forget to come out and see the winter
sports meet which will be held on
Tuesday and Wednesday from 3.30-5.30.
The skating events will be held at St.
Dominick's rink on Tuesday from 4:00
to 5:00 o'clock and the skiing and
snowshoeing events on Wednesday in
Rand field.
Question Box
The questions this week have been
asked by those girls who are in training.
Question: May I have nuts on my
ice cream during inealsf
Answer: It is all right to have nuts
on your ice cream if you have it for
dessert. However, you cannot have
nuts on your ice cream if it is eaten
between meals without it being considered as a cut. Nuts served unavoidably in food, such as nut caramel ice
cream, arc not considered as a cut.
Question: How much food may I
eat within fifteen minutes after meals?
Answer: No food may be eaten after
fifteen minutes have past since you
have stopped eating your meal. Within
fifteen minutes after a meal you may
eat the equivalent of one five cent bar
of candy once a day, but none after
breakfast. No nuts may be eaten with
out being considered as a cut. You also
may eat all you want of anything else
until your fifteen minutes are up.
However, we expect girls in training
will be discreet and not eat a second
meal within that fifteen minutes. We
hope that we are not like Bonnie whose
reply to the question "How many cook
ies can you eat in fifteen minutes''?
was "Oh, any given number"!

BETTER

tells the Truth!

A

TAS

© 1931, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Upholstery — Draperies
Window Shades

DeWitt Beauty Shop

FOR THE SOPHOMORE HOP!

Specializing

/. K. CAMPBELL

PERMANENT WAVES
FINGER WAVES 75c

BEAUTIFUL NEW EVENING GOWNS
NEW OXFORD GRAY SUITS—VERY DRESSY

ZT/i Sabattus Street
Tel. 3172
LEVVISTON

109-111 Lisbon St.

CORTELL'S

Lewiston

Telephone 3644

Compliments of

HECKER-FRANSON NEEDLECRAFT SHOP

New Method Dye Works

LADIES' FURNISHINGS-GIFTS-ART NEEDLEWORK

WE SPECiAUZE IN

CLEANING AND PRESSING
TEL. 3620

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
Founded 1867

School of Nursing
ofYale University
M Profession for the
College Woman
interested in the modern, scientific
agencies of social service.
The thirty months course, providing
an intensive and varied experience
through the case study method, leads
to the degree of
BACHELOR OF NURSING.
Present student body includes graduates of leading; colleges. Two or more
years of approved college work required
for admission. A few scholarships available for students with advanced qualifications.
The educational facilities of Yale University are open to qualified students.
For catalog and information oddrm$$*
The Dean
The SCHOOL of NURSING of
YALE UNIVERSITY
NEW HAVEN. : CONNECTICUT

From London they traveled to the
COLLEGE men and women—prepare for a profession of widening interest and opportunity.
Lake District, Grassmcre which ProfesRecent research has enlarged the scope of
sor Berkelman called " Wordsworthia",
every phase of dentistry. The field demands,
Keswick, Derwentwater, and the unusmore than ever before, men and women of
ability backed by superior training. Such
ual Wast water. Wast water is a lake
training Tufts College Dental School offers to
of stale gray water surrounded by dull
its students. School opens on September 30,
1931. Our catalog may guide you in choosing
black hills on which there is no vegetayour career. For information address—
tion. In the small village, not far from
DR. WILLIAM RICE, Dean
the lake, is a miniature church. Only
416 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Mats.
twenty-five people can attend the
church, the beams can be touched by
a person of average height and behind
a screen is the tiniest organ imaginable. It is the smallest church in England.
Professor and Mrs. Berkelman now
left England and went to Scotland. At
Abbotsford they visited the Abbey
of Dryburgh where Walter Scott was
buried. At Edinburgh they saw the
Bates 1904
ELM STREET
changing of the guards and the National
War Memorial. It is a most impressive
monument each of whose stained glass
windows represent a unit of the army.
For GOOD CLOTHES and
Two Best Places To Eat—at
The Scottish Lake district, the
scene of Scott's "Lady of the Lake"
FURNISHINGS
were visited before Professor and Mrs.
Berkelman returned to Glasgow to
board the Cammonia which brought
them to Boston.
within its twenty-eight days. The
Steaks, Chops and Home Made Pies
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
decorations were appropriate for the
All Sport News by Radio While You Sat
patriotic season of Lincoln 's and Wash- Special discount given to college studsnti
Bates Street
Lewiston, Maine
ington's birthdays. Refreshments were
served. Mrs. Cutts and Mrs. Harms,
-:•
the faculty women in the February
Several of the Bates girls were guests group poured.
of Mrs. Gray at a tea last Friday afterAmong the girls present were Gernoon. All of the girls present have trude Bnrrowelough, Betty Best, RebecSELL
birthdays in February. Each one had ca Carter, Shirley Cave, Dorothy Digsome event to tell that happened on gery, Verna Geddes, Lucile Jack, Edith
her birthday. These little reports Lenfest, Louise Mallinson, Ruth
140 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON
showed that February has a very large Rounds, Audrey Waterman, and Eleanor
number of men who have been born Wilson.

Instructions Free

Compliments ot

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
I Main Street

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
DIAMONDS
80 LISBON STREET

WHEELER CLOTHING GO.

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

Mrs. Gray Gives
Birthday Party

W7ATCHE8
LEWISTON, MAINE

ill & Webber Co.

Sap it With Ice Cream

GEORGE. A. ROSS

79 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, MAINE

PRINTERS AND
BOOKBINDERS
Blank
Books,
Ruled
Blanks

Loose
Leaf
Work
to order

CRONIN <3o ROOT

All kinds of BOOK said JOB PRINTING executed
in a neat, prompt and tasty manner

GOOD CLOTHES

95 TO 99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE
-
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E. E. CUSHMAN
Editor

WANTED
Six large, husky men, willing to work
hard and capable of learning quickly.
Must be faithful and willing to take
advice. Positions now open in hammerthrowing, shot-putting, weight-tossing,
the discus throw, and any other branch
of track and field work in which the
applicant is interested. Experience
helpful but not required. Must be up
in studies. A desire to beat Maine
March 14 makes the demand urgent.
Apply today! Bates varsity "B"
awarded for notable achievements.
Opportunity to travel. For particulars
communicate with C. Ray Thompson,
Clifton Daggett Gray Athletic Building. Tel. 2430.
Never in its history has Bates received as much publicity as it has in
the past few weeks incidentally garnered from the columns of praise dedicated to its greatest all-time athlete,
Osie Chapman. The success of this
modest and popular senior, and the
recognition also accorded to Wally
Viles, is a good argument against those
who insist that allowing freshmen to
compete their first year keeps them out
of competition when seniors. These
two men seem to have little difficulty
getting into meets because they are
good enough to attract attention. And
who wants to run in the nationals if
he isn't good? It is more satisfactory
to be second in the state meet when a
Frosh than last at the A. A. U.'s when
a Senior. Until first-year men are
barred from State and New England
competition we still say—let them run!
The final hockey game between Bates
and Colby will never be played but it
makes, little difference. Coach Gelly's
men have the title all sewed up, anyway, and even if they had been defeated would still have tacked two defeats on the Waterville sextet while
■lowing them to win but one. However, if the boys up the Kennebec
should have lost they would have
sunk into the cellar, but they can now
say (if there is any consolation in such
a claim) that they are tied for second
in the three-team league. Because Bowdoin beat Colby to give the Garnet the
title some one has remarked that the
Bates lads won the championship lying
in bed. We feel, nevertheless, that
they won it on Jan. 12, Jan. 21, Jan.
24, and Feb. 7, when by sheer fight and
determination they turned back the
better co-ordinated and more experienced teams of Bowdoin and Colby to
run up four straight state series victories.
Along with the Portland Y. M. II. A.
team that is now in Boston playing for
the New England championship are Izzy
Shapiro and Abe Mandelstam. Bunny
Bornstein, also, was to make the trip,
but was held back by a broken ankle.
The absence of these two stars materially weakens the off-campus team now
playing in the interdorra series, but like
Chapman they are looking forward to
greater glory.
Coach Morey is getting an early start
in baseball, the pitchers and catchers
getting their initial workout Monday.
The Garnet mentor has practically a
new team to rebuild, and needs plenty
of time to look over his prospects. It
is no secret that he is expecting Marston to come into his own again this
year, and with Ted Brown as a receiver
hopes to have two formidable battery
aces.
Add to Chapman's considerateness
and judgment his selection of Wally
Viles to pace him in his record-breaking
attempt March 7. The two have run
many a race together in the past four
years, Wally is an excellent judge of
time, and would give his right arm to
see his teammate soar to record breaking heights.
Some startling times are sure to be
registered in the Frosh-Soph meet, Saturday, with Adams and Gardiner among
those likely to figure in spectacular performances. Much is also expected of
Meagher in the pole vault, while practically all of the hurdlers in college—
Burch, Purinton, Decatur—will be in
action. With help from the two lower
classes Coach Thompson should have no
trouble in cleaning up the running
events against Maine March 14, but a
paucity of field men may wreck the
Garnet's chances of winning.
New Brunswick, X. J.—(IP)—A hard
claystone pipe, buried in a stratum of
glacial gravel since :i date estimated at
1100 A.D., has been discovered near
South River, abont eight miles from
here, by Granville A. Quaekenbush, instructor of geology at Rutgers University.

v?POJRTvy
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS AGOFirst Baseball
WHEN BATES PLAYED MAINE
Candidates Out
Bates football elevens were making the long trek to Orono and giving

a defeated galeness to the blue standard of the Maine collegians 35 years
ago, when 600 was a large football crowd, and the flying wedge a vicious
bit of strategy. Professor Oliver Cutts played guard for Bates then. . . .
By PARKER MANN
About six weeks ago, a Bates football squad numbering forty-five men
left the campus for the annual game
with the University of Maine. Although it was snowing in the morning,
the enthusiasm of a large gang of students did not seem to be lessened and
all types of conveyances were called into
use to cover the 120 miles separating
the two colleges. Coach Morey had
been working night and day for two
months to get the players into the best
possible condition for the state series.
It rained steadily during the entire
playing time, but three thousand supporters of both teams refused to let
anything like the weather prevent
them from seeing the game.
In Retrospect
Just thirty-five years ago, another
Bates football team left the campus for
Orono. A gentleman named Boles, like
Morey a Dartmouth man, had spent a
week or two with the team, instilling

BASKETBALL
(Continued from Page 1)
scoring combination. Meagher and
Amrein starred. The score was 21-15.
Roger Bill Downs Off-Campus
In the second game, the Roger Bill
quintet started scoring early, and at the
end of the half had tallied fourteen
points while holding their opponents
scoreless. The Off-Campus team came
back in the second half to make a game
out of it but the handicap was too
much. King and Karkos for Roger Bill
and' Marvel, Off-Campus, were high
scorers. Summary:
OFF-CAMPUS
G
FG PTS.
Maybcrry, f
Oil
Mandelstam, f
10
2
Kcndricks, c
10
2
Partridge, g
0
11
Roche, g
0
0
0
Marvel, f
3
0
6
Totals,

&3BFMJ
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1
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10
2
12
ROGER WILLIAMS
G
FG PTS.
Sprafke, g
113
King, g
4
19
Knowles, e
10
2
Stevens, f
0
0
0
Karkos, f
3
17

Farrell Shines at Cage
1'arrell played an excellent game in
the cage, and Ben White and Sam Kenison put in a very busy evening breaking up the Wildcats three-man passing
attack. Toomey and McCluskey though
playing hard, were ineffective due to the
ability of Hanky and Colburn, visiting
The Garnet puckmen dropped their defense men, to break up their attack.
second duel of the year to the New
Teamwork was marred by soft, rough
Hampshire Wildcats last Wednesday ice that made it hard to judge passes.
evening, concluding their season with a Though Xow Hampshire did pass re2-0 defeat after a hard battle which markably well considering conditions,
not even a poor ice surface could seri- both teams made most of their attempts
ously slow up. The visiting sextet was to score by solo flights and shots from
by far the most powerful aggregation the blue line. White, Coke, and Roberce
to invade here this year, but the Bates figured prominently in those sallies. By
bobcats furnished them all the compe- virtue of their victory the Wildcats
tition they wanted.
maintained a season's winning streak
Wildcats Score Early
that has been broken only by a 0-4 loss
I'lourde scored for the visitors early at the hands of Princeton.
X. II. U.
Bates
in the first period after a solo flight
rw, Toomey, Lord
down the boards and in the last canto I'lourdo. IViiloy, lw
a scrimmage in front of the cage resulted Coke, Parkinson, rw
lw. Bay McCluskey, Hal. McCluskey
in number two. Farrell, in attempting
e, Garcelon, Swctt
to block a high, difficult shot, was struck Boberee, Wood, c
In the jaw by the puck, and fell to the Hanley, Id
rd, Kenison, Chamberlain
Id, White
ice. Kenison wrapped his hockey around Colburn. id,
g, Farrell
the robber disc and prepared to rap it Wark, g
out of danger, but a Wildcat man struck
First Period
X. II. I".—Plourde. unassisted.
his stick with force enough to send the
Second Period
puck into the net over Farrell's inert
Xo score.
body. After a short rest, Farrell was
Third Period
able to resume play.
X. II. I'.—Kenison, scrimmage.
Bates missed several opportune scoring chances, but the speed and effective
Referee—French (_M a i n e). Time—
checking of the New Hampshire defense three 20 's.
broke up their attack repeatedly. Once
Forty-seven students at the College
MoCluskey missed the puck less than
a yard from the cage, and once a Bob- of the city of Xew York were fined
cat did poke the puck by Wark, only $85 and costs each for the damage they
to have the score discounted because of did when celebrating after a sophomore
class dinner recently.
offside play.

Bates Hockey Men
Lose 2-0 Against
Strong N. H. Team

Suits Issued to 18 Men—
Mostly Candidates for
Battery Positions
Hates men are started on another
earnest quest for one more state title.
Last Thursday, Manager Cross issued
baseball equipment to eighteen candidates who have reported for the early
spring practice.
For the most part, all the men to
whom suits were issued are candidates
for battery positions, although there are
a t'eu- aspirants for other positions who
are taking advantage of this chance for
a longer period of training.
The Dpper-classmen to whom suits
wen1 issued are: Chick, Berry. Brown,
Phillips, Bggleton, Marston, Dwinal,
Kay Mil lusk.-v. CniT, Gordon, McLcod
anil Cushman.
Millet, Kendrick, Nichols and Dillon
reported for the freshmen.
Early Practice in Cage
Early practice will bo hold in the
cage, until Garcelon Field looses its two
or three feet of snow and gets into
suitable playing condition.
Regular practice began Monday and
will be held regularly under the watchful eye of Coach Morey. who has returned from his leave of absence and
will resume his coaching duties.

FLANDER'S
College Men Appreciate Our Clothes
W.M

After prayers for rain had been
offered in Southwest African churches, a
48-honr downpour raged in the district,
causing dl
ge estimated ill the thousands of dollars.

A story is told that Thomas A. Edison
Totals,
9
3
21
Referees: Jckanowski and Heddericg. ones lost millions of dollars because of
his deafness. A device he had inEAST PARKER
G
FG PTS. vented, now a basis of the radio, was
Rogers, g
4
2
10 not thought very valuable to him at the
Phillips, g
1
0
2 time because lie could not hear the tonal
Oakes, c
3
7 reproduction it created.
1
Greer, f
0
2
2
Mitchell, f
0
0
0
Totals,

8
5
21
JOHN BERTRAM
DISTINCTIVE
G
FG PTS.
OLIVER B. CUTTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
Meagher, f
2
0
4
3
0
6
in them a knowledge of the rules of Amrein, f,
113
the game and giving them a little train- Butler, c
0
0
0
ing. He did not, however, accompany Drew, g
College Students
0
0
0
the team on the trip as the coach wasn't Wallace, g
0
0
0
always considered necessary in those Rand, f
I
0
0
0
days. Besides the eleven men compris- Hutchinson, f
10
2
ing the regulars, an extra end, a line- Cooper, c
HARRY
PLUMMER
0
0
0
man, a quarter-back, and half-back Milncs, g
PAofo andt/Jrf Studio
were carried along!
Totals,
7
1
15
There were no seating arrangements
Referees: Jekanowski and Heddericg.
of any kind for the spectators, but a
crowd of 600 lined both sides of the
field, a very good attendance back in the Maine coach. As soon as that worthy
found it possible to separate his features
'90's.
Wc can show you a varied selection of
Some of the men who played on this from affectionate Mother Earth he
team are still familiar figures in Bates' looked up with consternation and surPRIZE CUPS
circles. Dr. Hanscom of Greene, and prise written all over his dirty face to
his twin brother, Dr. Hanscom of ask frankly, "Where in hell did yon
FOUNTAIN PENS
Providence, R. I., who is now deceased, come from!"
Needless to say the play was very
proved their merit to the Orono colleof all standard makes
gians, as did Dr. Gerrish of Lisbon Falls, effectually stopped after that, and was
Rev. Tetley of South Paris, and Fred soon abandoned for the day. The exact
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
Burrill, superintendent of schools in score is not distinct in Cutt's memory,
but he is sure that Bates won a wellAugusta.
deserved victory.
LADIES' LEATHER HANDBAGS
"Ollie" Cutts Big Bates Factor
However, the dominating figure of the
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
whole affair was none other than the
present ruler of the Garnet's athletic
BOOK ENDS
administration. Professor Oliver Cutts,
who was destined to win nation-wide
SPORTING GOODS
CLOCKS
fame as a football man. Cutts related
Agents for Wright & Ditson
the game, which is still vivid to him
of all kinds
through the fogs of time, in a modest 55 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, Maine
manner, but from the incident which he
Telephone
177
claims gave him the most personal satisfaction one feels that he was very
much of an asset to the very youthful
Bobcat.
COMPANY
FOLLOW THE OLD CUSTOM
The Maine team had been using the
famous "flying wedge" play to great
GO TO
3Jpuirlpra
advantage. The center would snap
the ball, and the rest of the linemen
50 LISBON STREET
would fall back to make the sides of a
triangle, the pivot-man being the ball
Lewiston, Maine
carrier. It was a play which seems
ludicrous in comparison with the
strategy and speed of the game of today, relying as it did on strength and
brute force. But it was an effective
weapon that day, and the Bates forward
wall had found it difficult to break it
up in the conventional manner, namely
by throwing themselves at the feet of
ALWAYS WELCOME
the guards and tackles forming the
wedge. The Pale Blue, small and
struggling, but bent on victory, drove
relentlessly down the field, until finally
an inspiration came to the 196 pound
tackle who is now the Physical Director
ATTENTION, STUDENTS!
here.

AUBURN, MAINE

62 COURT STREET

RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING gg Canvas and Rubber Footwear
IEWISTON RUBBER COMPANY

LEWISTON

AUGUSTA

3S-

{ AHhur "Gui," Dum.i.

p INSURED

TAXI <S=2>
ft For
CALL
4040 TAXI
Real Courteous Service
25 Cents Local Rate

BILL, The Barber
CHASE HALL

THE COLLEGE STORE

When Coaches Played
The Maine coach was playing in the
backfield for the Orono boys—a custom
not unusual in the early stages of football—and was the carrier in this instance. His teammates swept down
upon the Bates ranks, low as usual and
charging hard. Cutts, determined to
stop the advance, took a running dive
over the center's head and landed with
tremendous force on the bewildered
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THREE MINUTES FROM THE CAMPUS

Tel. I8I7-W
TO RATES STUDENTS
Shoes Repaired to Look Like New.
Men's Whole Soles and Heels, $2.00. Men's Half Soles. $1.00; Ladies'. $.75.
Plus a Box of Rest Shoe Polish FREE.

PEOPLES SHOE SHOP
The Moeeasin House.
33 SABATTUS STREET

R\U
•

PT

A'P'K' Registered Druggist

V V •

VLiAiMl Pure Drugs and Medicine!
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
AlBO, APOLLO CHOCOLATES
Corner Bates and Main Street
LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Compliments of

J. W. White Co

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.
6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

GOOGIN FUEL COMPANY
COAL AND WOOD

Excel
CLEANERS AND DYERS

HOT TOASTED SANDWICHES

A. B. LEVINE, Mgr.
Bale,, '23

r

143 College Street

1801 PHONES 1800
114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street
Lewiston
Auburn

10% Discount to All Bates Students

i

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine

L

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

Israel Winner

24 Hour*Service

A

Shaw-Kittredge, Inc.

CABS

at our Luncheonette

Jordan's Drug Store
on the Corner

61 COLLEGE STREET

Tel. 29-W

Judkins Laundry, Inc.
George W. Tufts, Manager
PATTISON & THOMPSON, Agents
5 West Parker Hall

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7

SABATTUS

ST.

We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent, Johnny Rogers, 9 East Parker

_L_L

